
Learn in this family support group about a humanistic, transformative approach to becoming the 
parent you can be for your newborn, a caring adult who will gain confidence in yourself and trust 
inyour baby’s unique abilities to show you the way to nurture and respect themas a competent 
human being.

An introductory Certified™ RIE® course for those expecting, waiting to adopt, or think-
ing about becoming a parent, Before Baby™ is designed to start you on your path with 
your child, learning and understanding about each other. Before Baby™ offers help to 
establish healthy patterns from the beginning of life, making the parent-child relation-
ship more fulfilling and actually easier, including: 

• Sleep for baby and parents
• Bathing  
• Feeding 
• Diapering/Dressing         

Magda Gerber’s Educaring® Approach is based on encouraging infants’ natural abilities from 
the start. As her 40 year-old educational organization demonstrates, there is commitment to 
honoring the natural integrity of infants and young children as equal members in relationships, 
informed by the factually proven neuroscientific formative power of relationships in their lives 
from birth. authenticbabies.com

• What crying means and how to respond
• Setting up the baby’s room –the ease of “less is more” 
• Essential “Quality” time together AND apart – yes, you    
  ARE allowed!

Authent ic Babies
Early Parenting—Coming Into Being

authenticbabies.com       @authenticbabiesojai   lizmemel@authenticbabies.com

Cert i f ied RIE® Parent- Infant  Guidance
Classes are happening in OJAI and ONLINE

Classes in person for mothers and fathers with children from birth to 
aage two are held in a peaceful setting that encourages babies and 
toddlers to become authentic, attentive, active explorers, learning how 
to learn. But it’s not only about child development. Parents develop too 
and are the natural experts, learning from their own child, other par-
ents, and babies as well as from the parent educator/facilitator in this 
research-based world-wide certified educational program.

Infancy is a most vulnerable stage of development, as new parents pave 
their way, providing care for their child and themselves.

Liz Memel M.A. RIE® Associate
Mentored by Magda Gerber


